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property Imagery
Integrated property imagery for virtual validation  
of property characteristics

To remain competitive, today’s insurer is continually on the hunt for cost effective 
measures that increase the efficiency and accuracy within their new business workflow.

Property Imagery from CoreLogic® helps insurers virtually validate property characteristics 
and determine current conditions at point-of-sale. Unknowns such as, “Is the pool fenced-in?” 
or “Does the kitchen have granite countertops?” could be answered now via a photo—
without a separate phone call to the homeowner or a costly inspection.

Why corelogic?
Unlike standard aerial or street view imagery, Property Imagery is an industry first, 
providing an average of nine interior and exterior photos per property to enable:

 ► Increased efficiency within the quoting and new business workflow

 ► Potential reduction in inspection expenditures

 ► Exposure to hidden risk previously unknown in the quoting process 

 ► A more accurate property profile for improved ITV  

get the Whole story™
With the addition of Property Imagery to the RCT Express® risk assessment and valuation 
platform, CoreLogic is proving a commitment to provide Insurers with yet another valuable 
risk assessment tool.

BeneFIts Include:

 ► An average of nine 
photos per property 
within the Propery 
Imagery data set

 ► Images provide detailed 
exposure to risk during 
the quoting process

 ► Understand actual 
condition during the 
quoting process

 ► Verify quality grades 
such as custom kitchens

 ► Helps prioritize 
inspection expenditures

 ► More accurate property 
profile for improved ITV
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ProPerty Imagery:  
Home exterior (Front)

StorIeS: 2

garage: attached

ProPerty Imagery:  
Home exterior (Back)

PooL: Yes

Hot tuB: Yes

Fence: Yes, Wood

ProPerty Imagery:  
Home Interior (Kitchen)

grade: custom

FLoor: ceramic tile
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